
Al Gore is a racist liar:
the lies Bradley didn’t mention
by Michele Steinberg

A scandal has erupted in the Presidential race: Al Gore’s thug of lies about his own character, and beliefs, as a cover for
permitting his thuggery to work.apparatus, in league with the racist permanent bureaucracy of

the Democratic National Committee (DNC), is working to
steer independent voters, and even Democrats, to vote for War, racism, genocide, and globalism

Gore’s record of lying and hypocrisy is well known. BobJohn McCain’s Republican campaign. This strategy argues
that, in “open primaries,” such as in Michigan and South Zelnick, author of Gore: A Political Life, says that Gore’s

“zigs and zags” on issues have “an Orwellian tone”—refer-Carolina, independent votes must be kept away from Gore’s
Democratic opponents, Bill Bradley and Lyndon LaRouche, ring no doubt to the graphic scenes of Orwell’s book 1984,

where the monolithic state would simply “morph” the imageat all costs. The DNC is also attempting, wherever possible, to
eliminate primaries completely, and replace them with tightly of the enemy that it was attacking one day into its erstwhile

ally, and vice versa, as circumstances changed. In Orwell’scontrolled caucuses.
In turn, the Bush apparatus, which includes the “serial world, teams of librarians also worked to purge all recorded

history of political stances that contradicted the line of the day.murder” capability built up under President George Bush’s
Executive Order 12333, believes that it can “blow McCain Gore’s staffers and opponents alike have been stung by

these “Gorewellian” tactics. A former staffer in Gore’s disas-out of the water” with smears and dirty tricks. Such attacks
on McCain have already begun, with notorious “push polling” trous 1988 Presidential campaign, Arlie Schardt, observed

(and is now trying to squirm out of it) in a memo to Gore,used in South Carolina. In such tactics, the alleged “poll taker”
answers a declared voter preference with a smear against the “Your main pitfall is exaggeration . . . remarks that may be

impossible to back up.” Bradley and his staff are reportedlycandidate whom the citizen supports. The evidence shows
nothing short of a Bush/Gore deal to steal the U.S. election. astounded by Gore’s bald-faced lying about Bradley’s record,

and about his own record. But the lies and hypocrisy thatIn the last month, even leading Democrats who know that
it is an urgent strategic necessity to prevent George W. Bush Bradley has chosen to “expose” are minor, compared to

Gore’s real crimes.and the Bush dynasty from capturing the White House, and
who know that Gore cannot defeat Bush, have tended to cave The time is long overdue to stop Gore’s corruption, and

for Democrats, joined by independents, to rally to supportin to the argument that there’s no alternative to Gore. Insiders
report that Gore’s campaign is in a mad scramble to “lock Lyndon LaRouche, the Democratic candidate who has not

been afraid to tell the ugly truth about Al Gore. As LaRoucheup” 1,900 delegates by mid-March. Gore’s thugs insist that it
would then be “statistically impossible” for Bradley to catch reported in 1998, Gore is “the most corrupt politician never

elected President,” whose psychological problem manifestsup to Gore, and that Gore will have the nomination.
The Gore forces are taking no chances. All their muscle, itself as a bi-polar rage embodied in the warning, “You know

how I get when I don’t get my way.”and a lot of their money, is going to stop as many primaries
as possible, and to limit the delegate selection rules to the Over the last year, EIR has documented that, under a

“Gore, Inc.” Presidency, U.S. policy will be one of warspre-Voting Rights Act era of private clubhouse politics. In
addition, Gore has personally chosen to attack Bradley and against Third World countries to implement population con-

trol, globalism, and technological apartheid; Confederate rac-his supporters as “non-Democrats,” because they dare to raise
the reality of the economic decline for the poor and uninsured ism, such as destruction of the 1965 Voting Rights Act; glob-

alization and war against the nation-state through radical free-during the Clinton-Gore administration. At the recent Califor-
nia State Democratic Convention, Gore’s goons physically trade looting measures; drug legalization, both of drug use,

and drug-money laundering; and large-scale corruption inprevented Bradley’s supporters from putting up signs, and
blocked a few hundred of his supporters from the convention, business deals and campaign financing, which has been a

hallmark of the Gore family for two generations. The follow-on the excuse that he was only allowed to have a certain
number of “guests.” ing summary documents just a few of these areas, and shows

that Goebbels would be proud. When Al Gore lies, it’s big.But Gore’s biggest problem is to maintain the bodyguard
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Wars against the nation-state Russian Prime Minister, Yevgeni Primakov, there, remained
in Washington, so as to prevent the British-inspired attack onGore is a genocidal maniac, whose book Earth in the

Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit, and his long associa- Iraq from going ahead that weekend.) In Kuala Lampur, Gore
delivered an unmistakeable threat to Malaysian Prime Minis-tion with Britain’s Prince Philip, show him to be committed to

a war against countries which have rapid population growth, ter Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad, encouraging the overthrow
of that leader, who had just enacted currency and capital con-such as Iraq did in the 1970s.

Gore’s intention to crush any Third World country that trols in order to protect Malaysia from speculative assault,
led by Gore crony and top contributor George Soros and hisopposes globalization came to the surface at the Nov. 12-

18 Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Business Summit in Quantum Fund. Gore established himself as the “Enforcer”
for globalization, but his history against pro-technology,Kuala Lampur, Malaysia, when he was sent to represent the

United States. (Clinton, who was scheduled to meet the new high-growth countries in the devloping sector goes back

[Bush] and his predecessor [Reagan] not grossly misun-Blood and Gore for derstood Saddam Hussein, we would have taken action
against him sooner. . . . Saddam Hussein has more troopsThatcher’s Iraqi war
than Hitler did in the early years of World War II. He is
not Hitler . . . but he is using weapons of mass destruction.

As the UN Security Council continues the genocidal eco- He is threatening to continue his march throughout the
nomic sanctions against Iraq for another year, Al Gore region. . . . He is seeking now to acquire ballistic missiles
wrote a letter, dated Feb. 8, 2000, to the so-called Iraqi and nuclear weapons.”
National Congress, a discredited opposition grouping that Jan. 30, 1991: Gore said, “We shall not have peace
was assembled by the British Foreign Office, giving the . . . in the Middle East. . . . However, we can have a balance
group his support. of power,” which would require constant monitoring. Gore

Gore’s letter capped a nearly decade-long record of suggested means to bar Iraq “from access to nuclear mate-
serving the interests of the British Crown, in launching the rials and nuclear technology, [and] demand full interna-
1991 Desert Storm war against Iraq. In fact, Gore is every tional inspection on demand of any industrial, scientific,
bit as faithful to the Crown as former President George or military facility.” He suggested that the United States
Bush, who was later knighted for his service. support “exiled Iraqis” who cannot come to power “unless

Despite Gore’s animus against Iraq, when he cast a we were to install them.”
crucial vote for Bush’s war in 1991, Senate colleagues September 1991: Gore criticized Bush for ending the
immediately noted that he made sure that he got the most war with Iraq without marching on Baghdad, and eliminat-
out of it. ing Saddam. Gore said that “stability” will only come

As the New Hampshire Manchester Union Leader when the policy is “successful in removing the regime of
noted in a Feb. 11, 2000 editorial entitled “383 Lives for 20 Saddam Hussein from power . . . and if his Baathist regime
Minutes: Gore Supported Gulf War To Promote Himself,” is dismantled as well.” Gore added, “I want to propose
Gore bartered his vote to the side that offered him the how that might be done.” He suggested blocking access to
most exposure—the pro-war side, giving him the lead-off international support, building the resources of the opposi-
speech on the Senate floor of 20 minutes, to be carried on tion, and “cutting off access to any resources.”
national prime-time TV. The scandal was so intense that, Expressing the hatred of the Third World shown in his
in 1992, during the first Clinton-Gore election campaign, book Earth in the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit,
Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.) defended Gore. “The Gore continued, “It is a tragedy that the people of Iraq will
question of when he [Gore] spoke or how long he spoke,” have to suffer . . . economic stagnation,” but they have to
said Lieberman, “was irrelevant. The decision . . . was get the “message” that Saddam Hussein is the “cause of
critical. It was pivotal; it was one of the decisions that their misery.”
authorized that war and led to what I believe was not only Condemning the entire population of Iraq, Gore added,
the appropriate action . . . but probably the finest hour of “In general, the world does not need the contributions of
the Bush Presidency.” Iraqi space science or of Iraqi work in nuclear physics—

Indeed, Gore has been one of the most virulent Iraq practical or applied. The U.S. should work to completely
bashers, as shown by the Congressional Record of 1991- block future Iraqi activity of any kind in these areas. There
92: is no way to think about certain branches of science and

Jan. 12, 1991: Gore’s 20-minute speech supporting engineering in Iraq except as tap roots for programs aimed
Bush, out-Goebbeled Goebbels: “Had this President at programs of mass destruction.”—Michele Steinberg
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war, and would do it again today.
To glimpse into the nightmarish future of a Gore Presi-

dency, recall that when British-inspired independent counsel
Kenneth Starr was trying to force the removal of President
Clinton, Gore and his secret team carried out an illegal “coup
d’état” in the White House.

In a span of seven months, between August 1998 and the
onset of the Kosovo war in March 1999, Gore caused no
fewer than four wars: On Aug. 21, 1998, when Clinton was
embroiled in his grand jury battles, and “confession” on na-
tional television, Gore and allies rammed through a com-
pletely unjustified attack on the Al-Shifa pharmaceutical plant
in Khartoum, Sudan, alleging that it was a counter-terrorist
strike. On Nov. 15, 1998, in covert coordination with British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, Gore and his team initiated a
decision to bomb Iraq, which was stopped by President Clin-
ton after planes were in the air. On Dec. 19, 1998, Gore and
Co. succeeded in starting their war against Iraq, which had
been planned at meetings—behind Clinton’s back—during
the impeachment proceedings. And, from December 1998 to
March 1999, Gore and his agents in the Principals’ Commit-
tee, including Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, wrecked
the diplomatic talks on Kosovo, which led to the war against
Serbia. In March 1999, at the last possible moment to avert
the war, Gore even went so far as to feed disinformation by
telephone to Russian Prime Minister Primakov, who was on
his way to meet President Clinton. The Clinton-PrimakovEIR of March 19, 1999 pictured Al Gore with Russian mafia

figures, from the diamond- and gold-smuggling operation Golden meeting was cancelled. Gore’s National Security Adviser
ADA. Left to right: security expert Jack Immendorf; Gore; ADA Leon Fuerth then credited Gore with being the real driver
officers David and Ashot Shagirian; 1994 California

behind the war against Serbia over Kosovo.gubernatorial candidate Kathleen Brown; and Golden ADA chief
Andrei Kozlenok.

The looting of Russia
In January 1999, EIR posed the question, “Will Al Gore

Be Impeached?” Because, while Congress was following the
British script to remove Clinton, it was ignoring compellingmuch further.

In January 1991, Gore, then a U.S. Senator, was the deci- evidence that Gore had engaged in genuine acts of “treason,
bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors,” especiallysive Democratic vote for President George Bush’s war with

Iraq. Gore’s ambition was a driving force in throwing his regarding relations with Russia.
Evidence in the possession of the Central Intelligencesupport to Bush, as was his view that Iraq should never be

allowed to develop nuclear power and other 21st-century Agency reportedly can prove that Gore provided cover for
his close Russian collaborator, former Prime Minister Viktortechnologies (see box).

Gore’s service to President Bush included a good measure Chernomyrdin, to loot Russia of more than $5 billion through
control of Russia’s natural gas and oil conglomerate, Gaz-of political corruption. According to an editorial in the Feb.

11, 2000 New Hampshire daily Manchester Union Leader, prom. In another case, Gore was photographed in San Fran-
cisco with three young Russian mobsters, who were exposedentitled “383 Lives for 20 Minutes: Gore Supported Gulf

War to Promote Himself,” Gore shopped around for the best for stealing Russian gold, gems, and precious metals in ca-
hoots with top Russian government officials involved in theprime-time TV before deciding whether to support or oppose

the Persian Gulf War that cost 383 American soldiers their Jeffrey Sachs and International Monetary Fund (IMF) “re-
form” faction. That photo first appeared in the August 1998lives. The Democrats offered him seven minutes; but the Re-

publicans, 20 minutes. The same day, Sen. Bill Bradley (D- U.S. News and World Report, in an article entitled “The Loot-
ing of Russia,” and then on the cover of EIR, March 19, 1999.N.J.) opposed the use of force in Iraq because of the strong

possibility that a diplomatic solution could be reached The Russian mobsters were attending a fundraising event with
Vice President Gore.through the United Nations. In the January 2000 Iowa debate,

Gore tried to smear Bradley for being soft on Saddam Hus- Gore’s Wall Street crony and one of his major financial
backers, David E. Shaw of D.E. Shaw Investments, turnedsein, but Bradley insisted that he was right to vote against the
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to Gore for his help in looting Russia through privatization Russian “surrogate wars” against Iraq and Serbia, in an at-
tempt to restore the IMF looters in power.deals and investments in usurious state bonds such as the

infamous GKOs, which were then offering as much as
300% interest. Al Gore’s racist streak

Gore portrays himself as an advocate of civil rights, butOn Aug. 17, 1998, the Russian government suspended
payment on some of the usurious debt created by the radical his record is more like a record of crimes against humanity.

Gore is most infamous for being the source of vicious,pro-IMF “reformers,” especially Chernomyrdin’s sidekick
Anatoli Chubais. The move was disastrous for D.E. Shaw racialist attacks on Gov. Michael Dukakis during the 1988

Presidential campaign on the question of Willie Horton, theInvestments, which resulted in the firm’s inability to pay a
$372 million loan from Bank of America. Gore took drastic black convict who committed a murder while on furlough.

Author Bob Zelnick reports on the incident in a chapter enti-steps, including an attempt to force Russian President Boris
Yeltsin to re-appoint Chernomyrdin because he, supposedly, tled “Failure”: “Gore’s Confederate battle flag was rising.”

Zelnick quoted Gore goading Dukakis by asking him if hewould honor the debt. Phone calls by Gore to Yeltsin and
other top Russians were made without Clinton’s okay. would “advocate a similar program” of furloughs from Fed-

eral penitentiaries, as the one in Massachusetts where “twoD.E. Shaw is no small firm; the Wall Street Journal re-
ported that it handled 5% of all stock trades in the United convicted murderers had committed other murders while free

on weekend passes.” When Gore lost the nomination, theStates in a single day. In terms of Shaw’s importance for
Gore, Charles Lewis’s book The Buying of the President 2000 smear was picked up by fellow Confederate “good ole boy”

Lee Atwater (working for George Bush), and used relentlesslyidentifies Shaw as arranging $98,000 directly for the Gore
2000 campaign, and $557,000 in soft money to Democratic against Dukakis.

Gore lies outrageously on his civil rights record, as wellcommittees since 1991.
But the Russia crisis was even bigger. According to subse- as that of his late father, the former Sen. Al Gore, Sr. In July

1999, Gore tried to gain favor with African-American votersquent admissions by top Clinton administration officials such
as former Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, and by Federal by telling them that his father had been “a great contributor

to the cause of civil rights in the South.” The truth is thatReserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, the September 1998 fail-
ure of the Long Term Capital Management (LCTM) hedge Gore, Sr. opposed measures to end segregation, especially the

landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964. According to the’s, recordfund came very close to causing a meltdown of the world
financial system. The LCTM bust was directly related to the on civil rights. Congressional Record of 1964, Gore, Sr. first

tried to render the act impotent, by introducing an amendmentRussia crisis of August 1998.
To save Wall Street, Gore set into motion a series of ac- that would have prevented the Federal government from with-

drawing funds to school districts that continued the practicetions that destroyed U.S.-Russia relations, including two anti-

New York, and lost the South).Primaries cancelled in The cancellation of the Puerto Rico primary is the re-
sult of a particularly dirty operation. It came as the resultPuerto Rico, Kansas
of a suspicious lawsuitfiled by State Sen. Kenneth McClin-
tock, who identifies himself as a “statehood Democrat,”

In the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Democratic Na- even though he’s a member of the NPP, a party which is
tional Committee has run a coup to cancel the scheduled more closely affiliated with George W. Bush’s Republican
March 26 primary election that would have given voters Party machine. The suit claimed that the primary, as it was
the right to choose among Democrats Lyndon LaRouche, structured under the leadership of State Sen. Eudaldo Baez
Bill Bradley, and Al Gore. Instead, in line with Gore’s thug Galib, a pro-Commonwealth Democrat, was discrimina-
operations through the DNC, Puerto Rico’s delegates to tory against those who favored statehood (which report-
the Democratic National Convention will be chosen edly is Gore’s position). As a result of the suit, the DNC
through “clubhouse” district meetings which are kept so took control of the process, and after a fact-finding mis-
low-key that only controlled party regulars even know sion, cancelled the election.
when, where, and how to vote. Almost the same day, the state of Kansas cancelled its

Some Gore watchers suggest that this is the kind of primaries through an action of the state legislature which
election that “Prince Albert” (as he was called in the 1988 claimed two reasons: “tight budget” considerations, and
primaries) prefers, because of the severe losses he suffered the so-called “fact” that by the time of the Kansas primary
to Michael Dukakis, Jesse Jackson, and other Democratic in early April, the winner will have already been de-
opponents in the 1988 primaries (Gore barely got 10% in cided.—Michele Steinberg
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of segregation. When the amendment failed, Gore, Sr. voted But the most damaging indictment against Gore is what
he is doing right now in denying inexpensive AIDS treatmentagainst the Civil Rights Act. Continuing in that tradition, in

1999, Gore, Jr. has allied with attorney John Keeney, Jr., to Africans, because generic drug production violates Gore’s
free-trade agreements. According to documentation suppliedthe attorney for Gore’s cronies at the DNC, who made the

argument before a panel of Federal judges in Washington, by the AIDS Drugs for Africa coalition, Gore took steps to
stop Africa—particularly South Africa, where 3.2-6 millionD.C. that the 1965 Voting Rights Act should be declared

“unconstitutional.” Keeney was attempting to defend the de- people are already infected by HIV and condemned to a horri-
ble death—from affordable access to life-extending medica-cision by former DNC Chairman Don Fowler to lock duly

elected delegates pledged to LaRouche out of the Democratic tion. The charges burst on the scene in June 1999, when thou-
sands of supporters of the coalition took part in a protestNational Convention.

Keeney is the son of Jack Keeney, who has been a Justice demonstration against Gore. Gore had threatened South Afri-
can President Thabo Mbeki with sanctions against South Af-Department official since the early 1950s and who was the

architect of “Operation Fruehmenschen,” the DOJ plot to rica because it has passed a law legalizing the production
of generic drugs. Gore has scrambled to cover his tracks,“get” every African-American elected official on trumped-up

criminal charges. apologize, and meet with AIDS treatment advocates at the
White House. In a brazen show of hypocrisy, Gore openedAlthough Gore has not claimed credit for “inventing Op-

eration Fruehmenschen,” his big “break” as a reporter with the year 2000 session of the UN Security Council, to announce
that the Clinton administration was increasingfinancial grantsthe Nashville Tennessean newspaper came when he arranged

a “sting” against popular African-American City Councilman to Africa to fight AIDS.
Gore’s lie at the UN had already been exposed in the Dec.Morris Haddox. Haddox was arrested in city council cham-

bers for bribery; the money, $300, had been supplied by re- 4, 1999 Washington Post, which revealed that, while Gore
had scrambled to make an exception for South Africa, to stopporter Gore and the Tennessean! Gore had gotten the idea for

the sting after attending a seminar on investigative reporting at the protests against his campaign, the U.S. policy under the
World Trade Organization is to keep prices high, and leavethe Columbia School of Journalism in 1972, when Woodward

and Bernstein were riding high for their Watergate coverage. the rest of Africa to die.
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